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EXPLOSION PROBLEMS FOR SYMMETRIC
DIFFUSION PROCESSES

KANJI ICHIHARA

ABSTRACT. We discuss the explosion problem for a symmetric diffusion pro-

cess. Hasminskii's idea cannot be applied to this case. Instead, the theory

of Dirichlet forms is employed to obtain criteria for conservativeness and ex-

plosion of the process. The fundamental criteria are given in terms of the

Q-equilibrium potentials and c«-capacities of the unit ball centered at the ori-

gin. They are applied to obtain sufficient conditions on the coefficients of the

infinitesimal generator for conservativeness and explosion.

1. Introduction. Let (Xt,Ç,Px), x G Rn, be a diffusion process on the

Euclidean space Rn, where c is the lifetime of Xt, i.e. limt_>i(tl)) Xt(w) = oo if

Ç(w) < +0O.

It is very important from the viewpoint of applications to see whether the pro-

cess Xt is conservative or explosive. Such conditions for one-dimensional diffusion

processes have been established by Feller [1] in connection with the classification

of boundary points. His conditions are given in terms of the scale and speed mea-

sures. In multidimensional cases, Hasminskii [4] has obtained sufficient conditions

for conservativeness and explosion of diffusion processes which are constructed by

means of Itô's stochastic differential equations (see also McKean [11]).

In this paper we shall investigate these properties for symmetric diffusion pro-

cesses. Hasminskii's idea is not applicable to our cases because the infinitesimal

generator of our process cannot necessarily be expressed in the following form:

Va       d2 Yb —
t-*'   %1 dx,dxj     ¿-^ % dx{ '

1,3 = 1 J 1=1

However, we can make use of the theory of Dirichlet forms in order to get conditions

for conservativeness and explosion. In §2, we shall prove a few general criteria

for these properties. The criteria are stated in terms of the a(> 0)-equilibrium

potentials and a-capacities of the unit ball centered at the origin. In §§3 and 4,

these criteria are applied to obtain conditions on coefficients for conservativeness

and explosion. §3 is devoted to the study of diffusions associated with strictly

elliptic differential operators of selfadjoint form with measurable coefficients. Time-

changed processes and processes with singular energy measures will be treated in

§4-
The main results for diffusions associated with differential operators are summa-

rized in the previous note [7].
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2. Fundamental criteria. Let m be a positive Radon measure on R" strictly

positive for each nonempty open set. ( , ) denotes the inner product in the real

L2-space L2(Rn,m). Let Vij, i,j = 1,... ,n, be Radon measures on R" such that

for any £ G R™ and any compact set K C Rn,

n

J2 ^Juij(K) ^ °'        VijiK) = VjiiK), iJ =l,---,n.
i,3 = l

Define a nonnegative definite symmetric bilinear form £ by

£(u,v) = J^ ¿ *±J*LUi.(dx)t      u,veC0x(Rn),
i,3 = 1

where Co°(Rn) is the set of infinitely differentiable functions with compact sup-

port. The bilinear form defined above is called a symmetric form on L2(R",m).

Throughout this section, we assume that the symmetric form £ on L2(R",m) is

closable. Thus the smallest closed extension ? of £ is a regular Dirichlet form.

Consequently, there exists an m-symmetric diffusion process (Xt,ç,Px), x G R",

whose Dirichlet form is the given one ~£~, where ç denotes the lifetime of the process

Xt-
Note that the diffusion is unique up to the equivalence. See Fukushima [2] for

the details on existence and uniqueness of symmetric diffusions.

Let Ga(x,dy) be the a-order Green measure defined by

/•oo

Ga(x,dy)= e-atP(t,x,dy)dt
Jo

where P(t, x, dy) is the transition probability of Xt. We now introduce the following

conditions (H.l) and (H.2).

(H.l) Ga(x, ■), x G Rn, are equivalent to each other.

(H.2) The functions Ex[e~ai], a > 0, and Px[c < +oo] are continuous in R™.

Let Bn denote the closed unit ball centered at the origin, i.e., Bn = {x G

Rn| |x| < 1}. Let us introduce the first hitting time To of Bn by Xt, i.e.

_ Í inf{i > 0| \Xt\ < 1}    if such t exists,

\ + oo otherwise.

The a-equilibrium potential ea(x) is defined by

i \ - Í Ex[e-aT0],     a>0,

6a[X)~ \Px[T0<t\,    a = 0,

for all x G Rn. Set

£a(u, v) = £(u,v) + a(u, v),        a > 0,

and denote by 7a = 7a(Rn) the closure of Co°(Rn) with respect to the norm £a-

It is well known that (7a, £a) for a > 0 is a Hubert space and that (70, ¿b) is a

Hilbert space if and only if Xt is transient. See Fukushima [2, Chapter 1]. Let us

now define the a-capacity Ca(Bn) of the unit ball Bn as follows. For a > 0,

Ca(Bn) = inf £o(u,u)
U^7a

u>l, m-a.e. on Bn
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and for a = 0 and Xt transient,

Co(Bn) = inf £o(u,u).
uElo

u>1, m-a.e. on Bn

We have the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.1  (FUKUSHIMA [2]).   For each a > 0, ea G Ja and

CQ(i>nj — i-a(ea,eaj-

Moreover, if Xt is transient, en G Jo and

Co(Bn) = ¿o(eo,e0).

REMARK 2.1. A simple variational technique shows that, under the same

conditions as in Lemma 2.1, £a(ea,u) > 0 for any u G 7a with u > 0, m-a.e. on

Bn. In particular, <fQ(eQ,u) = 0 for any u G 7a with u = 0, m-a.e. on Bn-

We are now in a position to state fundamental criteria for conservativeness and

explosion of the diffusion process Xt.

THEOREM A. Suppose the hypothesis (H.l) is satisfied. Then the following

statements are equivalent.

(1) Xt is conservative, i.e. P.[ç = +00] = 1 on Rn.

(2) For some a > 0,

/     aea(x)m(dx) = Ca(Bn).
Jr."

(3) For all a > 0,

aea(x)m(dx) = Ca(Bn).L'R"

THEOREM B.   Suppose the hypothesis (H.l) is satisfied. If Xt is transient and

eo(x)m(dx) < +00,L'R"

then the explosion of the process Xt is sure, i.e.

P. [c <+00] = 1    onR".

If, in addition, (H.2) is satisfied, we obtain a more precise result.

THEOREM C. Suppose the hypotheses (H.l) and (H.2) are satisfied. If Xt is

transient, then the limit of JRn aea(x)m(dx) as a 10 exists and

, ( = C0(Bn), when P[c = +00]-= 1 on Rn,

lim/    aea(x)m(dx) <   G (0,C0(Bn)),     when 0 < P. [ç = +00] < 1   on Rn,

ai° jRn ( = 0, when P. [f = +00] = 0 on Rn.

The following proposition is a simple consequence of Theorem B.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose the hypothesis (H.l) is satisfied. If Xt is transient

and if the total mass of the speed measure is finite, i.e. m(R") < +00, then the

explosion of the process Xt is sure.

In the proofs of the fundamental criteria for conservativeness and explosion, the

following lemma plays an important role.
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LEMMA 2.2 (FUKUSHIMA [2]).   (1) For each a > 0, there exists a unique finite

measure pa with its support in Bn such that

£a(ea,u)= Ü(x)pa(dx), UG7a-
JBn

(2) For a = 0 and Xt transient, there exists a unique finite measure po with its

support in dBn, the boundary of Bn, such that

¿b(eo,u)= /      ù(x)po(dx),        uG?o-
JdBn

Here ü denotes any quasicontinuous modification of uG 7a-

REMARK 2.2. The finite measure pa in the above lemma is called the a-

equilibrium measure of Bn- The total mass of the a-equilibrium measure is equal

to the a-capacity of Bn, i.e.

pa(Bn) = Ca(Bn),        a > 0,    and    p0(dBn) = C0(Bn).

PROOF OF THEOREM A. Let / be an infinitely differentiable function with

compact support. Define the a-order Green operator Ga by

Gaf(x)= f   Ga(x,dy)f(y).
JR"

Note that Gaf is quasicontinuous. See Theorem 4.3.3, Fukushima [2]. Then

/    aea(x)f(x)m(dx) = a(ea, f) = a£a(ea,Gaf)-
JRn

Applying Lemma 2.2 to u = Gaf, we obtain

(2.1) /    aea(x)f(x)m(dx) = a /    Gaf(x)pa(dx).
JR" JBn

Taking the limits of both sides of (2.1) as / Î 1 gives

/     aea(x)m(dx) —  I    aGal(x)pa(dx).
JRn JBn

Since

r+oor+oo r  /-ç

Gal(x)= e-atEx[l;t<c]dt = Ex    /   e-at
Jo Uo

dt = hl-Ex[e-a<]},
a

where Ex denotes the expectation with respect to the probability measure Px, we

obtain

f    aea(x)m(dx) = [   pa(dx){l - Ex[e~a<]} = Ca(Bn) - [   Ex[e-^]pa(dx).

Jr* Jb„ JBn

Now the implication (1) => (2) and (3) is obvious. Suppose that the condition (2)

holds for some a > 0. Then we have

f   Ex[e~a<]pa(dx)=0.
Jb„
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Consequently, Ex[e  Qf] = 0 pa-a.e. on Bn- Thus Px[ç — +00] = 1 pa-a.e. on Bn-

Fix a point xn G Bn such that

(2.2) PXo[c = +oo] = l.

Set qo(x) — Px[ç = +00], x G Rn. The Markov property shows that

(2 3) QD{x)=Px[t = +°o\ = Px[t<í,í = +oo]

= Ex[PXt[c = +00];Í < c] = Ex[q0(Xt);t < c].

Perform the Laplace transform of both sides of (2.3) to obtain

(l/a)qQ(x) = Gaq0(x).

From (2.2), we have qo(x) — 1, Ga(xo, -)-a.e. on Rn. Taking the hypothesis (H.l)

into consideration, we obtain

q0(x) = aGaqo(x) = aGal(x)

for all x G R™. Therefore

Px[t = +oo] = l-Ex[e-a<],        1ER".

This implies P.[c = +00] = 1 on Rn.    Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THEOREM B. By Theorem 1.5.3, Fukushima [2], we have for any

infinitely differentiable function f(x) with compact support,

Le0(x)f(x)m(dx) = (e0,f) = £o(G0f,e0).
'R"

Applying Lemma 2.2 to Go/, we obtain

/    e0(x)f(x)m(dx) = /      G0f(x)p0(dx).
Jr.* Jôb„

Here Go is the 0-order Green operator. Letting / ] 1, it follows that

/    e0(x)m(da;) = /      G0l(x)p0(dx).
jRn JdBn

Since Gol(x) = Ex[Jq dt] = Ex[ç], we obtain

00 > /    e0(x)m(dx)= Ex[c]p0(dx),
JRn JdBn

which implies Ex[ç] < 00 po-a.e. on dBn- Therefore,

(2.4) Px[c < +00] = 1,        p0-a.e. on dBn.

As was shown in the proof of Theorem A, we have qo(x) = aGaqo(x), a > 0, with

qo(x) = Px[c = +00]. From (2.4), we have at least one point xo on dBn such that

Qo(xo) = Px0[ç = +00] = 0. Hence

0 = qo(xo) = aGaq0(x0).

Thus q0(x) = 0, GQ(x0, -)-a.e. on Rn. The hypothesis (H.l) gives

<7o(x) = aGaqo(x) = aGa0(x) = 0

for all x G Rn, which completes the proof of Theorem B.    Q.E.D.

In order to prove Theorem C, we need the following lemmas.
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LEMMA 2.3.   Suppose Xt is transient. Then

(2.5) lim£o(ea-eo,ea-e0) =0.
ctlO

In particular, we have limaioCa(Bn) = Co(Bn).

PROOF. First note that £a(ea,ea) — Ca(Bn) is monotone nonincreasing as

a | 0 by virtue of the minimizing property of eQ. Thus £a(ea,ea) is convergent as

a 1 0. We have, for a > a',

^o l^a     eaf, ea     ea' ) S ¿a' \pa     ea', ea     ea' )

= ¿a' [ear, Ca' J "T" ¿a' V^q, ea)       ^¿a' v^c*' ^c*' J*

From Remark 2.1, it follows that £a>(ea>,ea> — ea) = 0. Thus £Q'(eQ<,eQ') =

£a'(ea',ea)- Consequently, we obtain

¿Ov^a       ea', ea      ea') S ^aKpa, ea)       ¿a' l^a', ea'),

which tends to zero as a, a' { 0. This implies that {ea, a > 0} is a Cauchy sequence

in (Jo, ¿b) as a [ 0. Since (To, ¿b) is a Hubert space, there exists a unique element

e"o in Jo to which ea converges as a J. 0. On the other hand, ea(x) approaches eo(x)

pointwise on R" as a j 0. Hence èo must coincide with eo- Thus we obtain

lim £0(ea - e0, ea - e0) = 0.
alO

It is obvious from Remark 2.1 that, for a function f(x) in Co°(Rn) with / — 1 on

Bn,

(2.6) Ca(Bn) = £a(ea,f),        a > 0.

Since / has compact support, (2.5) together with (2.6) gives that

limCQ(Sn) = lim£a(eaJ) = ¿b(e0,/) = C0(Bn).       Q.E.D.

LEMMA 2.4.   Suppose Xt is transient.  Then for any continuous function u(x)

onR",

lim /    u(x)pa(dx) =  /      u(x)po(dx).
aL°JBn JdBn

PROOF. By virtue of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, it follows that

lim /    u(x)pa(dx) =  /      u(x)po(dx)
at°JBn JdBn

for any u G Go°(Rn). Since any continuous function can be uniformly approxi-

mated on Bn by infinitely differentiable functions, the assertion in Lemma 2.4 is

valid.    Q.E.D.
PROOF OF THEOREM C. As was shown in the proof of Theorem A, it holds

that

/    aea(x)m(dx) =  /    aGal(x)pa(dx).
Jr™ Jb„

Note that aGQl(x) = 1 — Ex[e~ai] is monotone nonincreasing and is convergent as

a { 0 to 1 - Px[ç < +oo]. Consequently, from the hypothesis (H.2), the convergence
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aGQl(x) | 1-Px[ç < +00] is uniform on each compact subset of Rn. This together

with Lemma 2.4 gives

lim /     aea(x)m(dx) = lim /    aGal(x)pa(dx) —  I      qo(x)po(dx).
al°jR» ai°JBn JdBn

Suppose that limQ¿o/R„ aea(x)m(dx) = Co(Bn). Then we have JdB qo(x)po(dx)

= Co(Bn). Since the total measure of po is the capacity Co(Bn), the above equality

gives qo(x) = 1, po-a.e. on dBn. By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem

A, we can show that qo(x) — Px[ç = +00] is identically equal to 1 on Rn. We next

consider the case

lim /     aea(x)m(dx) — 0.
"lOjRn

Then fdB q0(x)po(dx) — 0, which gives qo(x) — 0, po-a.e. on dBn- Then, by the

same argument as in the first case, it follows that qo(x) = 0 for all x G R". The

rest is obvious from the conclusions for the first two cases.    Q.E.D.

3. Strictly elliptic differential operator with measurable coefficients.

In this section we will discuss the explosion problems for symmetric diffusion pro-

cesses corresponding to Dirichlet forms endowed with measures i/y, i,j = l,...,n,

and m absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure dx, i.e.,

Vij(dx) = aij(x)dx,        i,j= 1, • • •, n,

m(dx) — b(x)dx.

We assume that for each nonempty compact subset K of R™ there exists a positive

constant A = A (if) > 1 such that

(Cl) A-^2 < ¿ ai3(x)Uj < A¿^,

i=l i,3 = l i=l

(C.2) A-1 < b(x) < A,

for all x G K and £ = (&)i=i,...>n G Rn. It is well known that for the above vi3

and m, the symmetric form £ on L2(R",m) is closable. Consequently, there exists

an m-symmetric diffusion process except for a set of zero capacity whose Dirichlet

form coincides with the smallest closed extension ~£~. However, in the present case,

we have a stronger result. In fact, there exists a unique minimal diffusion process

(Xt,ç,Px), x G Rn, whose resolvent Rf restricted to a bounded open set G is

continuous in the following sense: for any / G Lp(G,m) with p > n, Rff(x) is

continuous on G. See, for example, Tomisaki [16]. Note that the infinitesimal

generator of this diffusion coincides with the following strictly elliptic differential

operator of selfadjoint form with measurable coefficients:

1    n

b ¿-^ dxi I  %3 dx,
1,3=1

REMARK  3.1.    For the diffusion, the hypotheses (H.l) and (H.2) are satis-

fied. Indeed, (H.l) is obvious from Theorem 9.2, Tomisaki [16]. In order to show
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(H.2), we employ some results in Gilbarg and Trudinger [3]. Consider the Dirichlet

problem

J lE^-isf- (a«jgf-w) -olu= -a   in \x\ < p,
( u(x) =0 on |x| = p,

where a and p are positive numbers. Then Theorems 8.30 and 8.22 in Gilbarg and

Trudinger [3] ensure that there exists a unique solution ua which is locally Holder

continuous in |x| < p. Let Ga denote the a-order Green operator of the minimal

diffusion process in |x| < p associated with the operator

l A_ö_/    _d_

b ¿- dx~ \ül3dx~
1,3 = 1 J

It is easily seen that upa(x) = aGal(x). Theorem 8.22 asserts that ua, a < 1,

is uniformly Holder continuous on each compact subset in |x| < p, i.e., for each

compact subset K C {|x| < p}, there exist positive numbers C = C(K,L,n + 1)

and ß = ß(K, L, n + 1) < 1 independent of p such that \ua(x) - ua(y)\ < C\x - y]13

for any x and y in K. Taking the limit of upa as p \ oo, we obtain

(3.1) \aGal(x)-aGal(y)\<C\x-yf,        x,y G K,

which implies Ex[e~ai] = 1 — aGQl(x) is continuous. Furthermore, letting a J. 0 in

(3.1), we obtain

(3.2) |PI[c = +oo]-Py[c = +oo]|<C|x-7/|'3,        x,yGK.

Therefore Px[c < -f-oo] = 1 — Px[c = +oo] is also continuous. Thus the hypothesis

(H.2) is satisfied.

Remark 3.1 shows that Theorems A, B, and C are valid for the above diffusion

process. The main purpose of this section is to give conditions on the coefficients

aij and b for conservativeness and explosion. Set

A(x) = (aij(x))itj=ft...:n    for x G R™

and define

A+(r) = /       (^(rtr)iT,cT)dcT    for r > 0,
Js"->

B+(r)=    sup    py^l     forr>0,
\(A(ro)o,o)\

cres^1 l      H™)      J

where do is the uniform measure on the unit sphere S""1 and ( , ) is the inner

product on Rn. We have the following theorem for conservativeness.

THEOREM 3.1.   If for some a > 0,

exp f - /: 2v/S/y/B+(s) ds}
lim  -1-t-'- = 0,

rî + œ ¡r+0°Sl-nA+(s)-Xds

then the process Xt is conservative.

It should be remarked that Ichihara [6] has shown that Xt is recurrent if the

denominator in the assumption of Theorem 3.1 is infinite. Thus, in this case, the

process is conservative.

A function u is said to belong to H^(Rn) if u G L2oc(R") and if its distribution

derivatives du/dxi G L2oc(R™). We need the following lemma.
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LEMMA 3.1.   Let f = (/¿)i=i,...,„ where fx G ̂ (R"). Define

divf
hdfi

£ dxi
and   F(r) f      (f,n)

J\x\=r

dS.

Then the derivative of F(r) in the distribution sense is given by

4-F(r)= [      divf dS   for a.a. r > 0.
dr J\x\=r

Here n = x/|x| and dS is the surface element on |x| = r.

PROOF. Let (p be an infinitely differentiable function with compact support.

Furthermore, suppose (p is rotationally symmetric about the origin. We now com-

pute

/     div i(pdx = — /    (f, grad d>) dx.
Jr" Jr™

The left-hand side in the above equality is equal to

f + OO f

/       4>(r)    I       div f dS
Jo J\x\=r

dr

and the right-hand side is

r+oo /■

/       <t>'(r)    /       (f,n)dS
Jo J\x\ = r1*1=

+ 00

dr.

dr. This impliesThus/o+o°0(r) [/w=rdivf dS\ dr = -f0+°°(P'(r) [/|l|=r(f,n)dSJ

dF(r)/dr = jji|=r divf dS.   Q.E.D.
The function ea is a weak solution of the Dirichlet problem

/ 5 E?j=i £¡ (a*j£]u) = au   in \x\ > !>

( u(x) — 1 on |x| = 1.

Therefore, by an argument similar to that in Remark 3.1, taking the continuous

modification if necessary, we may assume that ea is locally Holder continuous in

|x| > 1. Furthermore, without loss of generality, we may assume that all the

coefficients o¿j and b are infinitely differentiable in a neighborhood of Sn_1, because

conservativeness and explosion depend only on the behaviors of the coefficients near

infinity. Under this assumption, ea is proved to be twice continuously differentiable

on 1 < |i| < 1 + £o with £o a positive number. See, for example, Mizohata [13].

We have

Ca(Bn)= i   {(AVea,Vea) + ae2ab}dx,
Jr"

' deg"

dxi

where

Vea
i=l,...,n

=  /    abdx + /       {(AVea, VeQ) + aeab}dx
Jb„ J\x\>1

=  /    abdx + /       {(AVeQ, Vu) + aeaub}dx
Jb„ J\x\>1
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for u G Ta with u — 1 on Bn- Setting

1 for |x| < 1,

u = ue = { 1 - (l/£)(|x| - 1)    for 1 < |x| < 1 + e,

0 otherwise,

for e > 0, we have

Ca(Bn) — I    abdx-/ (AVeQ, n) dx + / aeauebdx.
JBn £ Jl<\x\<l+e Jl<\x\<l+e

Letting £ | 0, we obtain

Ca(Bn)= [   abdx- f      (AVea,n)dS.
Jsn J\x\=l

Applying Lemma 3.1 to f = AVeQ, we obtain

/ aeabdx=  / div(AVeQ)dx=       du div(AVeQ)
/l<|i|<r Jl<\x\<r Jl J\x\=u

= /   du— /       (AVea,n)dS
Ji       du Jlxl=u

= f      (AVea,n)dS- f      (AVea,n)dS
J\x\=r J\x\ = ll\x\

for a.a. r > 1. Hence,

/       (AVea,ii)dS,        a.a r > 1,
J\X\=r

is monotone nondecreasing as r j +00. Furthermore it is nonpositive for a.a. r > 1.

Indeed, as was shown in the proof of Theorem A,

Ca(Bn) >  /     aeabdx > j        aeabdx    for r > 1.
./R" J\x\<r

Since Ca(Bn) — JB  abdx — /|i,1(AVea,n)d5 and since

/        aeabdx= /    abdx+ /       (AVea,n)dS - /       {AVea,n)dS,
J\X\<r Jb„ J\x\=r J\x\ = l

we obtain f.x,(AVea,n)dS < 0 for a.a. r > 1. Define

aa —      lim       /       (AVea,n)dS.
a.a. r^ + 00 J\x\=r

Taking the limit as r Î +00, we obtain

aa - (AVea,n)dS + /    abdx=  I    aeabdx
J\x\ = l Jb„ Jr*

< Ca(Bn) = - /       (AVea,n)dS + /    abdx.
J\x\=i Jb„

Thus we can arrive at the following interesting criterion for conservativeness.
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PROPOSITION 3.1.   Xt is conservative if and only if aa = 0.

In order to prove Theorem 3.1, it suffices to verify aa = 0 under the assumption.

LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that u G i/lo'c (Rn) and that v = (v¿)¿=i,...,n> fi G

^ioc(^n)' Then div(uv) = (Vw,v) + udivv. Here the derivatives are taken in

the distribution sense.

PROOF. Let ip£ be a mollifier and define v£ = v * ip£, where * denotes the

convolution. Then v£ and divve = (div v) *ip£ converge in L2oc(R") to v and div v

respectively. Thus we have, for any <p G Co°(Rn),

(3.3) /    div(uv£)(pdx = - /    u(v£,V(p)dx
Jr" Jr."

—► - /    u(v, Vr/>) dx    as £ i 0

= /    div(u\)(pdx.
Jr"

On the other hand, we have

(3.4) /    div(uv£)(pdx — - /    u(ve,V<p)dx
Jr" Jr*

— - I    u{div((ß\£) - (divv£)(ß}dx

= /    (Vu,v£)(pdx + /    u(pdivv£dx
Jr* Jr*

—> /    (Vw, y)<t>, dx + I     u(p div vdx    as £ | 0.
JR" /r"

Thus the assertion in Lemma 3.2 follows from (3.3) and (3.4).    Q.E.D.

Back to the proof of Theorem 3.1, let <f> be an infinitely differentiable function

with compact support such that (p is rotationally symmetric about the origin.

/    di\(eaAVea)(pdx = -        ea{AVea,n)(p'(\x\)dx.
Jr" Jr»

By Lemma 3.2, the left-hand side is equal to

/    (Vea,AVea)(pdx+        eadiv(AVea)(ßdx =        {{AVea, Vea) + ae2ab}cpdx.
/r» ^R" ^R"

Since (p is a radial function, we have the equality

" + 00r+oo r

/       (P(r) dr /       {(AVeQ, Vea) + ae26} dS
Jo J\x\=r

/• + 00 c

= -/       <j>'(r)dr ea(AVea,n)dS,
Jo J\x\=r

which gives

/       ea(AVea,n)dS- (AVea,n) dS = f {(AVea, VeQ) + ae26}dx
J\x\=r J\x\ = l Jl<\x\<r
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for a.a. r > 1. Consequently, we see that

Va(r)=f      {(AVea,Vea) + ae2ab}dx = - [       eQ(AVeQ,n)
J\x\>r J\x\=r

for a.a. r > 1. We now compute the upper bound for Va(r).

dS

dSVa(r)< v/(^VeQ,VeQ)v/(An,n)eQl
J\x\ = r

=  I      2y/(AVea,^ea)y/a~eJbdS-^^B^r)
J\x\=r 2v/a

B+M [      {(AVea,Vea) + ae2ab}dS
a      J\x\ = r

for a.a. r > 1.

2^fa~

dVa(r) ^B^r)

dr        2y/a

Solving this differential inequality, we obtain

rr    2^

VaW<yQ(l)exp
r 2vTq

h   y/B^(
ds >     for all r > 1.

On the other hand, as for the lower bound, we have

p+oo

(AVea,Vea)dx= ds (AVeQ,VeQ)dS
,xj>r Jr J\x\ = s

The Schwarz inequality gives

r n 2

/      (AVea,Vea)dS [      (An,n) dS >    [      (AVeQ,n)dS
J\X\=S J\X\=3 \J\x\=3

Combining all of this, we obtain

VQ(l)expJ-^
2y^

s/B^T)
ds

/•+oo       /■

> / /       (AVeQ,n)
Jr J\x\=s

ds sx'nA+(s)-xds.

By the previous argument on aa, we see that

la«  < /       (AVeQ,n
J\X\ = 6

)dS for a.a. s > 1.

Thus we finally obtain the inequality

Va(l)exp{-fi2y/a/y/&Jsida}
\aa\   <

lr+ocsx'nA+(s)-xds

which tends to zero as r —> +oo by the assumption.  This completes the proof of

Theorem 1.    Q.E.D.
We now turn to sufficient conditions on the coefficients al3 and b for the explosion

of the diffusion. We have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.2. //

p r+oo r   r-r "12

/        dal       rx-n(A(ro)-xo,o)    /   sn-xb(sa)ds     dr < +co,
Js"-1      h ui

then the explosion is sure. Here A(x)~x is the inverse matrix of A(x).

We first note that according to Ichihara [6], Xt is transient under the assumption

in Theorem 3.2. In order to prove Theorem 3.2, we shall verify the condition in

Theorem B.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. Introduce the following hitting time:

i infíí > 0| |Xt| > p)    if such t exists r       .   .
a0=<       i  _   i i   ii — rj tor p > 1.

[ + co otherwise

Define eg(x) = Px[ri < op]. It is obvious that eg(x) is monotone nondecreasing and

is convergent to eo(x) as p Î +oo. Thus we have

/ e^(x)b(x) dx = /        eo(x)b(x)dx
' ^p>|x|>l J\x\>l

lim
PÏ+°°JP>\3

by virtue of the monotone convergence theorem. We now estimate, by polar coor-

dinates,

rp
f epQ(x)b(x) dx = [       do f  rn-xb(ro)ep0(ro)dr

Jp>\x\>l Js"-1 Jl

= [       do f rn~xb(ra) dr (" -^(so) ds
/S""1 Jl Jr OS

</       da T <^1   ds (%^xb(ra)dr
JSn-l Jf OS Jf

= f       da r|(v/IVeg,N/i"1n)(S(j)|ds ['' rn~xb(ra)dr
/s«-1      Ji Ji

(where \f~A~ is a symmetric positive square root of A)

<   Í       daJ fP(AVe^,VepQ)(so)sn-'ids

'      (A-xn,n)(sa)sx-n\      rn~xb(ro)dr ds

<

tt <\x\<p

(AVeg, Veg) dx

x \ / /        da      (A~xn,n)(so)sx-n    /   rn~xb(ra)dr    ds

< \/¿b(eg,eg)J/       da Í"(A-xn,n)(sa)sx-n    (' rn~xb(ro)dr    ds.

A simple application of the Dirichlet principle gives

lim   ¿b(eg, eg) = £0(eo, e0) = C0(Bn)
p—> + oo
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(see Ichihara [6]). Thus we obtain

[      e0(x)b(x)dx<^Co(Bn)
J\x\x\>l

/ f r+°° r rs i2
:\ do (A(sa)-1a,a)sx-n    /   rn~xb(ra)dr    <ds,

which is finite by the hypothesis in Theorem 3.2. This completes the proof.    Q.E.D.

Hunt [5] has given an upper bound for the hitting probability of the unit sphere

centered at the origin by Xt. Define

A_(r) =   inf (A(x)t,t).
\x\=r

líl = l

Then he has shown that with a positive constant G,

def Jgr,-. e0(ra) da ^ n \ f+oc

\S

where |5n_1| is the surface area of Sn_1. Define

éo(r) = lon-ii — < C\   /       sx~nA-(s)-x ds    for r > 1,

b-(r) = sup b(x).
\x\=r

Theorem B together with the above upper bound for eo gives the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. //

/ + 00 /     /• + 0Orn_16_(r)W /       sx-nA_(s)~xdsdr < +oo,

then the explosion of Xt is sure.

In order to illustrate Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we shall exhibit some examples.

EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the case b = 1 on Rn. If ai3(x) = 0(|x|2), then the

process Xt is conservative. Indeed, it holds under the conditions that with positive

constants Gi and C2, A+(r) < Gir2 and B+(r) < C2r2. Consequently, we have

exp{-j¡2^/a/^B+(s)ds}      exp {_ j' 2yß/sfÖ2 ds/s}

l + °° sl-nA+'s)-l ds f + ~ sl-nds/ClS2

= const x r"-2vVci _> o, asr-> +oo

for any positive a with n < 2\Ja/Cf. This shows that Xt is conservative.

EXAMPLE 3.2. Let us assume that Xt is associated with the operator

L=¿gé(a(l)¿)

Let a(r) = /s„_i a(rrj) da. If a(r) satisfies
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then the diffusion Xt is conservative. In particular, if ä(r) < GieC2r holds with

positive constants Gj. and C2, then the above condition is satisfied. Since A+(r) =

a(r) and B+(r) — 1, it is easy to verify the condition in Theorem 3.1.

In the following example, it is shown that the second case in Theorem C can

certainly occur.

EXAMPLE 3.3. Let

d   (  ,    ,  d \       d2
L = -

(

Suppose

dxf \ dxfj     dx\

r+oo /-l-oo

/       a(xi)_1dxi < +oo, /       xia(xi)_1dxi = +oo,
Jo Jo

and

Í ■J — oo

Then we have

and

Xia(xi)   1dxi > -co.

°<-P(x,,x2)k = +00] < 1,

lim    P(x!,x2)k = +oo] =0,

lim    P(x,,x2)k = +oo] = 1.
Xl—+ + oo

Indeed, the first component X\ of Xt is regarded as the one-dimensional diffusion

process corresponding to the operator

dxi \ dxi

-co is an exit boundary for the diffusion Xx. Though +00 is a natural boundary

for Xx, the probability that Xx approaches +00 is still positive from the assump-

tion. The second component X2 is obviously a standard Brownian motion on R1.

Combining these, we obtain the above assertions.

Example 3.4. Let

gé(a'(x)é)

Suppose that with some positive constants C and a > 1,

a¿(x)>G|x|n+2(log|x|)Q

for all sufficiently large x G Rn. Then it is easy to verify that the condition for the

explosion is satisfied.

EXAMPLE 3.5. Let n > 3 and a^(x) = ¿V,-, i,j — 1,... ,n, where

otherwise.

If the condition
C       b(x)dx

< +00

g.. _ Í 1,    if i = 3,
%1     \ 0,    otherwis

/b(x)dx

x >1
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is satisfied, then the explosion is sure. Indeed, the hitting probability eo is given by

e0(x) = l/|x|™-2 for |i| > 1. Consequently, from Theorem B, we obtain the above

results.

Up to now, we have worked with diffusion processes associated with strictly

elliptic differential operators with measurable coefficients. If the smoothness of the

coefficients is assumed, then the strict ellipticity is considerably relaxed. Indeed,

suppose the coefficients aij and b are infinitely differentiable. Define first-order

differential operators X{ by

n r,

Xj = / ;°ij»—,        i=l,...,n.

3 = 1 Xj

It is well known that the operator L is hypoelliptic if the Lie algebra generated by

Xf,X2,... ,Xn has the full rank in R", i.e. rank C(Xf,... ,Xn)x — n, x G Rn.

See Oleinik and Radkevich [14]. In this case we can prove the same results for the

process as in §§2 and 3.

4. Singular cases. In this section we shall investigate conservativeness and

explosion of diffusion processes associated with Dirichlet forms endowed with mea-

sures ulJ, i,j = 1,... , n, and rn not necessarily absolutely continuous with respect

to the Lebesgue measure dx. We shall study the explosion properties for the fol-

lowing two particular cases.

[I] Time-changed processes. Suppose that Uij(dx), i,j = 1,..., n, are absolutely

continuous with respect to dx, i.e. ^(dx) = aij(x)dx. However the speed measure

m(dx) may possibly be singular. Let m(dx) = ms(dx) + b(x)dx be the Lebesgue

decomposition where ms is singular with respect to dx. Let us assume the conditions

(C.l) and (C.2) for the coefficients a^ and 6. We have the following.

REMARK 4.1. It is easy to see under the above conditions (C.l) and (C.2) that

the symmetric form on L2(Rn,m) defined by

£(u,v)=ff^aij^-^dx    ioru,vGCZ°(K"
i,3 = l

is closable. Indeed, suppose that Mfc,fc>i G Co°(R") satisfy

lim    £(uk -ui,uk - ui) = 0
k,l—> + oo

and

lim(uk,iifc) = 0.
fc—>o

Then we see that there exists a unique element (gi)i=i,...,n, 9i G L2oc(Rn,dx),

to which Vufc = (duk/dxi)i=it...¡n converges in L2oc(Rn,dx), and that Uk also

converges to zero in L2oc(R",dx). For any 0 in Go°(R"),

I     -=—(pdx = -        Uk-^—dx.
Jr*>  GXi JR»        OXi

Letting fc tend to infinity, we obtain

gt(Pdx = 0    for all (ß G C^(Rn),
/JR"
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which shows a¿ = 0 a.e. on Rn, i = 1,..., n. Subtracting a subsequence if necessary,

we may assume that duk/dxi, i = 1,...,n, converges to zero a.e. on Rn. Then,

by Fatou's lemma, we have

e,          s      f     v       V"*       d(ui - Uk) d(ut - uk)
£(uic,uk)=        , hm    >    Oij-5-^-dz

Id.i-+oo ¿—'     J       ox, ax,
t,j=i J

<   lim   £(uk - ui,uk - ui),
l-> + oo

which can be made arbitrarily small for a sufficiently large fc.

From Remark 4.1, we see that there exists a diffusion process (Xt,Ç,Px) whose

Dirichlet form is the closed extension ~£ of £. Furthermore let us introduce the

unique minimal diffusion process (Xo, c°,P°), x G R", corresponding to the oper-

ator

1,3 = 1 N J ■

We assume the following condition for the diffusion Xo.

(C.3) Xo is transient.

See Ichihara [6] for the transience of the diffusion Xo. Let Cq and Go denote the

0-order capacities with respect to Xt° and Xt respectively. We need an additional

condition.

(C.4) The speed measure m charges no set of Gg-capacity zero.

Under the conditions (C.1)-(C4), Theorem 5.5.2 in Fukushima [2] asserts that

the diffusion Xt is equivalent to the time-changed process with the speed measure

m of the process Xo. The capacities G° and Go are the same. Let Gq(x,j/) be the

0-order Green function of Xo and Go(x,dy) be the 0-order Green measure of Xt.

Then we have the following relation between them.

(4.1) Go(x,dy) = G°o(x,y)m(dy)

for q.e. x in Rn. We are now in a position to state our theorems for the above

diffusion Xt.

THEOREM A'.   The following conditions are equivalent.

(1) Xt is conservative, i.e. Px[c = +co] = 1 for q.e. x in Rn.

(2) For some a > 0,

/    aea(x)m(dx) = Ca(Bn).
Jr«

(3) For all a > 0,

aea(x)m(dx) = Ca(Bn).L'R"

THEOREM  B'.   If fR„eo(x)m(dx) < +oo, then Xt starting at q.e. x in Rn

explodes with probability one, i.e.,

Px[ç < +co] = 1   for q.e. x G Rn.

PROOF OF THEOREM A'. In the proof of Theorem A, we have shown

/     aea(x)m(dx) = j    aGal(x)pa(dx).
Jr" Jb"
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Suppose condition (1) holds. Then aGal(x) = 1 for q.e. x G Rn. Theorem 3.3.2,

Fukushima [2], implies pa({x G 5n|aGal(x) < 1}) = 0, which gives

/     aeQ(x)m(dx) = /    aGQl(x)pQ(dx) = pa(Bn) = Ca(Bn)-
Jr™ JBn

Thus conditions (2) and (3) follow from (1).  Conversely, suppose (2) is satisfied.

We first note that (4.1) implies

(H.l)' For each a > 0, Ga(x, •), q.e. x G Rn are equivalent to each other.  It

follows from (2) that Px[ç = +co] = 1 for pQ-a.a. x on Bn- Since

pa({x G Bn\Px[í = +00] = 1}) = Ca(Bn) > 0,

by Theorem 3.3.2, Fukushima [2], we can choose a point xo G Bn such that

(4.2) PIO[ç = +co] = l

and

(4.3) for q.e. x G R", Ga(x, •) is equivalent to GQ(xo, •)■

With the help of the above conditions (4.2) and (4.3), we can prove the implication

(2)=>(1).    Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem B'. As was shown in §3,

/    e0(x)m(dx) = /      Ex[ç]p0(dx).
jRn JdBn

Thus Px[ç < +co] = 1 for po-a.e. x on dBn. Since po({x G dBn\Px[ç < +oo] =

1}) = Co(Bn) > 0, by Theorem 3.3.2, Fukushima [2], we can choose a point

xo G dBn satisfying

(4.4) PX0[í <+co] = l

and (4.3). With the help of (4.3) and (4.4), we can prove the assertion by the same

argument as in the proof of Theorem B.    Q.E.D.

Let A(x) — (aij(x))ij=i,...,n and A+(r) denote the same as in the preceeding

section. Define B+(r) in terms of A(x) and b(x), the Radon-Nikodym derivative

of the absolutely continuous part of m(dx), as in §3. By means of Theorems A'

and B', we can prove the following conditions on a{3 and b for conservativeness and

explosion.

THEOREM 4.1.   If for some a > 0,

exp { - /' 2vV v/B+(a) ds }
hm   -^--'- = 0,

r^+00     rr+oosi-M+(a)-ids

then the diffusion Xt is conservative, i.e.

Px[c = +oo] = l    for q.e. x G Rn.

THEOREM 4.2. Let n > 3 and the operator L° be uniformly elliptic, i.e. with

some positive constant A > 1,

A~ En < (o-ij(x))ij=it.,.in < Ai?n,
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where En is the identity matrix. If

m(dx)L ,,|n-2   < +00'
x|>l  lxl

then the diffusion starting at q.e. x G Rn explodes with probability one.

See McKean and Tanaka [12] for relevant results.

THEOREM 4.3.   Suppose that the speed measure m(dx) is rotationally symmetric

about the origin, i.e. m(dx) — mo(dr)da, x — (r,a) G [0,+co) x Sn~x. If

p + OO        /    p

Ji    V J*

-t-oo

sx-nA-(s)-xdsm0(dr) < +00,

then the diffusion starting at q.e. x G Rn explodes with probability one.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is carried out in exactly the same way as in Theorem

3.1. For the proof of Theorem 4.2, we need the following

LEMMA 4.1. (See Littman et al. [10].) Let n > 3. Suppose L° is uniformly

elliptic. Then the 0-order Green operator G°(x,y) satisfies the following inequality:

for some positive constant A > 1,

G°Q(x,y)<-r—^,        x,yeRn.

Some potential-theoretic considerations together with Lemma 4.1 give the fol-

lowing upper bound for the hitting probability of the unit sphere eo(x): with a

positive constant Ao,

eo(x) < 7-^    for x G Rn.
\x\n~¿

See, for example, Ichihara and Watanabe [8]. Theorem B' together with the above

upper bound for eo(x) verifies Theorem 4.2. Theorem 4.3 follows from Theorem B'

and Hunt's estimate for the hitting probability of the unit sphere by the diffusion.

We shall exhibit some examples of speed measures which charge no set of Go-

capacity zero. The following lemma is useful in the construction of examples.

LEMMA 4.2.   If a positive Radon measure m on Rn, n > 2, satisfies

m(dx)m(dy)

//,

IL _v\n-2   <+0°    fom>3,

I log \x - 2/1 \m(dx)m(dy) < +00   for n — 2,
R2xRa

then m charges no set of C®-capacity zero.

This lemma follows from Kelvin's principle (see, for example, Itô and McKean

[9]), because the capacity G° is equivalent to the corresponding capacity with re-

spect to a standard Brownian motion.

EXAMPLE 4.1. Let m(dx) = dxfdx2 ■ ... ■ dxn-imo(dxn) where mo(di) is a

positive Radon measure on R1.   Then the measure m on R" charges no set of
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Gg-capacity zero. Indeed, it is easy to see that for each compact set K c R™, the

function defined by

j for n > 3,

m(dy)    for n — 2,

is continuous in x.  This implies that the measure m restricted to K satisfies the

assumption in Lemma 4.2.

EXAMPLE 4.2.   Let ak, fc > 1, be a sequence of increasing positive numbers.

Define m(dx) on Rn by

m(dx) = ^2 àak (dr)da,        x = (r, a) G (0, +oo) x Sr

Then m charges no set of G°-capacity zero.

[II] Singular energy measures. Here we assume m(dx) = dx, Lebesgue measure.

Let v(dt) be a positive Radon measure on R1 strictly positive for each open interval.

Let v(dt) = vs(dt) + ao(t)dt be the Lebesgue decomposition where va is singular

with respect to dt. Suppose

inf{a0(í),í GZ7} >0

for every nonempty bounded open set U C R1.  Define positive Radon measures

Vij(dx) = V{j(dxf... dxn), i,j = 1,..., n,on Rn by

v  (dx) = Í dXx ' ' " dxn-iui.dxn
lJ \ dxf.. .dxn-idxn

)    if i,j = l,...,n- 1,
otherwise.

Let aij, i,j = 1,..., n, be measurable functions such that a^, = a3i and such that

for any compact set K C Rn, there is a positive constant A = X(K) > 1 such that

n n n

A_1 X^»(dx) > J2 Ù^jaij(x)i>ij(dx) < A^£2^(dx)
t=l i,3 = l i—1

for all (x, £) G K x Rn.   Set Vij(dx) = alJ(x)0ij(dx) and consider the bilinear

symmetric form

„,      .       f     du dv      ...
t^^Ldx-dx-^    ]

on L2(R",dx). From now on, we assume

(C.5) ai} is of the Cn°-class on R", where n0 = [(n - l)/2] + 1.

Tomisaki [15] has shown under the above conditions that three exists a unique

diffusion process (Xt,Ç,Px), x G Rn, whose Dirichlet form is the closed exten-

sion ~£ of £, and whose resolvent R\ is continuous in the sense that for each

/ G L2(Rn,dx) n Lp(Rn,dx) with p > n, R\f(x) is continuous in R". It is

obvious from Theorem 9.2, Tomisaki [16], that the hypothesis (H.l) is satisfied for

this process. Thus, in this case, Theorems A and B are valid. Define

a--(x) = l a'J'a'1' ' ' ',Xn
( Oij\Xf,..., xn

A(x) = (äij(x))ij=it...tr,

)a0(xn)    if i,j = 1, ...,n- 1,

) otherwise,
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and

Ä-(r)=   inf {Ä(x)Z,Q,        r>0.
1*1=1
\x\=r

The following theorem gives a sufficient condition on the coefficients a¿j and ao for

the explosion of the diffusion.

Theorem 4.4. //

/+oo /  p+oo
rn~l\ sx-nÄ-(s)-xdsdr<+00,

then the diffusion Xt explodes with probability one, i.e.

P. [c < +00] = 1    on Rn.

Theorem 4.4 follows from Theorem B combined with the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.3.   Let eo(x) be the hitting probability of the unit sphere by the diffu-

sion Xt. Then, for r > 1,

eo(r) d=f Js7/:_(;,)d<T - ^nst^+0°si-ni_(a)-ids.

PROOF. The proof follows the same line as in Hunt [5], which is presented here.

Let eg be the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Note that

and

We now estimate

lim   eg(x) = eo(x),        x G Rn,
p—»+00

lim   ¿bO&eg) = <?o(eo,e0).
p—> + oo

£o(ePoA)=i ^-t^^)
Jl<\X\<p °xi OXj

:\x\<p dx,, dx,   lJ
>   / ^-CLiidx

Ji<\

* f È(tf)   Â-i\A)dx,        rG(l,p),
Jr<\x\<Pfr[ \dx*J

Jr<\x\<pfr[\dXiJ

by an inequality in Hunt [5], where eg(r) = /Sn-1eg(rcT)dcr/|Sn-1|,

^(jr'gdQV-1! \S»-X\.êp(r)2
" ¡rPsx-nÄ-(s)-xds      lPsx-nÄ-(s)-xds'
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by the Schwarz inequality. Thus we have

4(r) < ^£o(ePo,epQ)Jj\x^À^(s)-xds/^W^\.

Taking limits in the above inequality, we obtain

co(r) < y/Q^J J+" ¿-"Ä^s)-1 ds /yfiS^,

which completes the proof.    Q.E.D.
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